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what I on going to tell you about is the aim which

we must try to reach throughout our whole school worm but we

must become attentive to it now. By continuously paying at-

tention to this point, you will find that it will help you

very much.

FIRE - FEELING — TELWERAI-EITI

our art especially is only of value if it has "fire:‘.

We can call it feeling. fire, temperament. or beings who are

able to open their souls and send out something more than

technique. Let us call it today "feeling"- in spite of our

rule. I have observed that sometimes you lack feeling in your

work. You understand well what you are doing, you move well,

and you speak better each day. but there is no fire behind it,

there is no human being behind it. Please understand that I

am not scolding you. I have to say this to you because I feel

that the moment has come when I have to mention this. You are

more hwnan beings when you are not on the stage, and you are

less humrm beings when you are on the stage. This is: quite

the opposite from what we need in the theatre.

0n the stage we must Show our feelings twenty times
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more strongly than we do in everyday life because then they

are appropriate. We are now in danger of hiding our feelings

on the stage under the screen of technique. There are two

things to be considered. First of all. you must take and

mderstand our Method as the way to awaken the feelings. not

to hide them. For instance. I have never given. and I never

will give you the old method, in which the aircctor requires

the actor to fool hate or love or joy. Of course. this would

be possible if I shouted long enough. but you would be angry

with me. You might finally got tho feelings. but they would

be full of pain. This way. which seems to be the way to the

feelings for rm schools of the theatre. is absolutely wrong.

I know this from my arm experience in Ruusin and my observa-

tion of other theatres in the world. mt way is torture. not

art. when you got feelings after being tortured like that. I

will never give you such a method.

OUR METHOD Ah’AKElS FEELINGS:

Our method is another way to these precious feelings.

to this fire. Why do we create atmosphere, for instance? It

seems to be a thing which exists quite objectively. We will

never say. "Feel sorrow." and expect the atmosphere to grow.

At the moment when I say. "Feel atmosphere," if you are honest,

you will never be able to feel it. But I have given you the

method for creating around you the atmosphere of sorrow, and
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you are able to do this at will. It is also able to awaken

the foolings in you without touching the feelings directly.

This is made possible by creating tho atmosphere. because you

are doing something, and sending it out. and in so doing, you

must awaken your feelings. Thin it) the film. You must my to

yourself. "I must accept and pay attention to my feelings,

which must arlso."

You can take each point in our Biathod. and you will

find that each point leads the may to the feelings. which are

tho most precious thing. An objective. for example. is some-

thing an actor can take with his whole body and mlfill it.

If he is really able to mn‘iu the objective, ho will get the

fooling - if he is m artist. If an artist forgets about this

fooling. than something can happen - us with us. We are using

all those things given in tho 1.:3thod to in certain extent. and

we think that is mough. It 1;: not enough. An objective which

dooo not wake the feeling in you in only half-work. You must

him: that the objective is mlfillod if, as a result of this

fulfillment, you have a spark of fooling. The feeling of

truth - what is it? By trying to create a feeling of truth in

your movements, voice. 9170.. what in the result? It should be

feelings. The some is true of misc on scone. when it is given,

and I an able to value it as an artist. then I have at once

foolmgs.

Everything must be a path to the feelings. if I look
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upon everything with my whole artistic being. This is whEXt we

must really know, and than this Immtledge will lead us to the

right discovery of how rich are our souls. They are really

rich. Now we are in danger of having our souls poor - even

poorer than in everyday life, because on the stage we feel we

can stop before the feeling cones. and are satisfied with .tech—

nique, skilmlness. etc. But if we have not yet crossed the

threshold to the feelings with all these means. we have not

yet arrived at the right place. If you 51111. think of our method

from this point of vie-.1. you will see that everything us but

the door to the foelingo. If you stop before this door, it

means you have not yet used our method; it is only an illuaion.

Of course. you know that each nation has a different

kind of vibmtion of tho foolingu. It is ten! important to

knew that English people, as a. nation. are more closed than

some other peoples. Their education. and their fully elaborated

culture of the intellect, make them more closed. This means

that. being here in England. we have to pay @ccifil attention

to this because we have to‘ overcome this difficulty. Russians.

for instance, do not have this problem. Their feelings are on

the surface of their skins.

This is a question of the national conatitution.

and it means that we, here, have to work towards the feelings

with much more intensity and much more desire to get them with-

out touching them. It is very important to know this. and if
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I have told you this boforo.\1 must underline it. You must

not try to get fooling by forcing it artificially. You need

time to accomlish this, and you must have time. Ii‘ you are

in a hurry. you will not get the feelings. but will push them ,

still mrther back.

I would suggest that during the Sumner you think

about what we know in our Hethod, and that you try to discover

for yourselves that I have not given you one thing which is

not the way to the feelings. Therefore. what you need new is

only to understand this: all things lead to the feelings.

For instance, why was I so unsatisfied when I saw your work

with the psychological gesture? Because you have done this

only to a certain extent. and not to tho next step. which is

the feelings. For maple. if I have given a. gesture of lift-

ing something up, what is its quality? Nothing other than the

feelings.

In our Method the quality is experienced throughout

the whole being. and you must elaborate the gesture as long as

it is necessary to make your feelings respond. The psycholog—

ical gesture is the way to the feelings. so is the imgination.

If I imagine something only an a picturo on the wall. or on

the blackboard, it is nothing - it is not imagination. Real

imagination begins when this image starts to live. to'epeak,

to fool; and that is the moment when I, as the person who sees.

begin to feel.
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Concentration in the samo thing: it is the way to

the feelings. If I an concentrating on a flower. if I see

it, that does not mean that I am concentrating on it; but

when I an concentrating on a rose. then I begin to fool rod

gestures. When I am able to feel it, it means I was concen- i

tmtod.

This is what I want to toll you theoretically: that

our Hothod must be understood as a. wax to awaken the feelings,

but do not try to hurry this development. With than you will

be able to amkrm tho feelings! more and more. because without

feeling thoro is no art. but only an illusion.

You can have more rake-up or loan costumes. but you

are wearing tho costume and the make—up. and you, as a. human

being. are sitting inuidc. and you are full of feelings and

will. You must Show thono feelings to tho audience; thorn is

nothing also to Show - in tho costumes or the moo. It means

nothing. Only our hmn heart and being must be shox‘m on the

stage. You muat think about them simple things.

If :1 paintor paints something depicting his suffer-

ing. then it [tho picturoj ohm-Is all this suffering. We, as

actors, are the picture. This is the tragedy and beauty and

difficulty of our art. To be brave enough to tear our souls,

and to show everything - that is what the audience wants to

see. nothing more.

JUSTIN THE ACTOR'S PROFESSION:
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I was always so unhappy when I heard such indifferent

appreciation of the theatre. because I felt ashamed for my

whole life. It wee really something dreadful when I began to

feel that I “no a person who only amused others who were able If.

to pay for their seats in the theatre, in order that they

might laugh. or be quiet. or be entertained.

THE ACTOR'S SACRIFICE:

To fight with this lack of appreciation and to jus-

tify our profession. we must be heroes. This nouns that we

must open ourselves. end show that we are human beings and ar-

tiste. Do you want to see my heart? Then I will cry in you.

and you will cry in me and with me. And I will laugh with

you, and in you. Then it is something - a sort of sacrifice.

But without thie it in not worthwhile. and. for me. it is

really shameful to be an actor.

By all thoeo‘worda I went to say that we must appre-

ciate the feelings more than ever before. You must take this

something which I have tried to explnin to you, and put it

into your being: somewhere so that it will grow, if we want

to overcome this difficulty which in a sense of shame before

our own foolinge. It in natural for everyone to be ashamed.

or be afraid of showing his feelings, or of being hurt. but we

must do this: we muet be hurt. because a quiet psychological

life is not fox- an artist. It is possible to live without

being hurt, but it is not the way for an artist. I would have
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nothing to say to my audience.\ because nobody could penetrate

into my heart and make disorder thorn. I must be tortured,

becauno that is my path in life if I an an artist. It means

I sacrifice my heart. I must experience this. and than I will

be able to say from the stage something against this hurting.

You must aok yourself. ”How can I get the feelings

without forcing myself?”

ioauaoa

SIGNIFICANCE OF COSTUEE AND LflKE-UPI

About the performance today. There were some cham-

ing moments. but only moments, and I will tell you why. You

must know that when you put on costumes. they have the ability

to kill your activity. They make you sleepy - and make-up

does the same — or they make you _to_o active, so active that

you lose all your technical control and do very chaotic things.

And to find ourselves in costumes and make-up. this is a cer-

tain process. Actors need time to be awakened from this sleep.

or to overcome the excessive energy.

Therefore. if today it was too technical. and you

worc not able to create even the most simple atmosphere. this

can bo placed at the door of the costumes. which can be rcs~

ponoiblo for this psychological deprceoion' of the feelings.

Therefore. when putting on cofiotumes. you must justify them.

You must work on them from inside. to adjust and make them
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part of your own body. This needs time. but you must do it

\

consciously. Don't be Passive while being in costume. Ad—

just your being to the cosfiumo. and your costume to your

being.


